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We have studied the charge-carrier relaxation dynamics in highly ordered poly�p-phenylene vinylene� over
a broad time range using fast �t�100 ps� transient photoconductivity measurements. The carrier density was
also monitored �t�100 fs� by means of photoinduced absorption probed at the infrared active vibrational
modes. We find that promptly upon charge-carrier photogeneration, the initial polaron dynamics is governed by
bimolecular recombination, while later in the subnanosecond time regime carrier trapping gives rise to an
exponential decay of the photocurrent. The more sensitive transient photocurrent measurements indicate that in
the low excitation regime, when the density of photocarriers is comparable to that of the trapping states
��1016 cm−3�, carrier hopping between traps along with transport via extended states determines the carrier
relaxation, a mechanism that is manifested by a long-lived photocurrent “tail.” This photocurrent tail is reduced
by lowering the temperature and/or by increasing the excitation density. Based on these data, we develop a
comprehensive kinetic model that takes into account the bipolar charge transport, the free-carrier bimolecular
recombination, the carrier trapping, and the carrier recombination involving free and trapped carriers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Unraveling the charge-carrier photogeneration, transport,
and the carrier relaxation dynamics in conjugated polymers
is of interest to gain fundamental understanding of this class
of materials. Moreover, it is essential for designing efficient
polymer-based devices such as light emitting diodes �LEDs�,
field effect transistors �FETs�, and photovoltaic cells. A num-
ber of processes underlie the photocarrier transport in conju-
gated polymers, including carrier recombination, carrier trap-
ping at localized states, carrier hopping between localized
states, and transport via extended �band� states. In addition,
the carrier mobility for the positive and negative polarons
can vary with time as the carriers initially occupy extended
states and later fall into progressively deeper trap states. The
transport at any time regime is the result of the interplay
between all the above operating processes.

Additionally, the mobility of the positive and negative
carriers will in general be different. In the literature on poly-
mer field effect transistors �FETs�, there are many reports of
unipolar p-type conduction.1 However, it was recently shown
that if the density of deep localized trapping states for elec-
trons in the gate dielectric is reduced, n-channel FETs can be
demonstrated with a large number of conjugated polymers.2

Typically, the high degree of disorder present in conju-
gated polymer films leads to high densities of traps, which
mask the transport involving delocalized states. Thus in or-
der to explore the intrinsic photoconduction mechanisms in
these systems it is desirable to investigate samples with re-
duced trap density and/or to probe the transport at short
times following excitation, before trap-limited mobility
dominates the transport.

In this work we have implemented both approaches: we
studied the carrier density and transport properties of a
highly ordered sample of poly�p-phenylene vinylene� �PPV�
with significantly improved structural order and reduced trap

density by means of ultrafast �t�100 fs� time-resolved
photoinduced absorption probed via the infrared active vibra-
tional modes �IRAV� and fast �t�100 ps� transient photo-
conductivity measurements. The combination of these two
techniques has allowed us to follow the carrier relaxation
dynamics over more than five orders of magnitude in time
after photoexcitation, and to separate the effects of traps
from the intrinsic processes.

Our studies reveal the roles of bimolecular recombination
and trapping on the photoconductive response. The data that
comprise the transient photocurrent wave forms taken at
various light intensities, electric fields, and temperatures are
fitted to a kinetic model that includes bipolar charge trans-
port, bimolecular recombination of free carriers, carrier trap-
ping, and carrier recombination involving both trapped and
free carriers. The model predicts the distinct time evolution
of carrier occupation in localized trap states for both the
positive and negative charges. The model also elucidates that
the initial exponential decay of the photocurrent seen in
many conjugated polymers in fact originates from the carrier
trapping, behavior that has been attributed in earlier reports
to the “monomolecular carrier recombination.” We demon-
strate that only a bimolecular carrier recombination term is
required to obtain good understanding of both the IRAV and
the transient photoconductivity data.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the
experimental details of our measurements. Section III pre-
sents results and discussions on the following issues: A. the
concepts of bimolecular and monomolecular carrier recom-
bination and their implication; B. the carrier dynamics
probed by ultrafast IRAV photoinduced absorption measure-
ments; C. the carrier transport and relaxation dynamics
probed by fast transient photoconductivity measurements; D.
the kinetic model we have developed to interpret the tran-
sient photoconductivity data. Section IV summarizes the
findings and the conclusions derived from our study.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The PPV samples were free-standing films �with thickness
between 14 and 17 �m�, highly oriented by tensile drawing
�with draw ratio of l / l0=4–5�. Their synthesis has been de-
scribed elsewhere.3,4 These oriented PPV films show a high
degree of crystallinity and structural order.5 As a result of the
uniaxial alignment, the optical properties are highly
anisotropic.6,7 The alignment and structural order lead to en-
hanced charge photogeneration and charge transport
properties.8

Ultrafast carrier density measurements were performed by
means of photoinduced absorption of the IRAV modes in a
standard pump and probe configuration. The pump beam
��pump=400 nm, beam diameter �100 �m� utilized the sec-
ond harmonic of a Ti:sapphire pulsed laser system �pulse
duration of �100 fs, repetition rate of 1 KHz�. The probe
beam ��probe=9 �m� was obtained by difference-frequency
generation using the nonlinear crystal AgGaS2.9 Charge car-
riers on the polymer chains break the local translation sym-
metry and thereby convert Raman active modes into dipole-
allowed infrared modes �IRAV�,10 a process that facilitates
the optical probing of the photoinduced carrier density in
conjugated polymers: thus, upon carrier photoexcitation or
chemical doping, the IRAV signal is proportional to the
charge-carrier density.11,12 For the oriented PPV samples
used in the present study, the IRAV signal at �probe=9 �m
corresponds to the Raman mode observed around
1150 cm−1,6,7 which was assigned to the C-C stretching and
C-H bending of the phenyl ring.

Transient photoconductivity measurements were carried
out in the Auston switch configuration13 by mean of a boxcar
integrating system, with an overall time resolution of about
100 ps. The PPV films were attached to an alumina �Al2O3�
substrate, and planar Au contacts were evaporated on top of
the film surface to form the photoconductive switch, with a
gap between the electrodes between 10 and 20 �m. The con-
tacts were deposited in such a way that the applied electric
field was parallel to the polymer chain axis in the oriented
film. In the surface electrode configuration, the applied elec-
tric field varies slightly across the polymer film thickness.
We, however, have checked the magnitude of this effect by
comparing the photoconductive response when illuminating
the polymer films from the front and back sides �through a
small hole in the alumina substrate� and found it to be neg-
ligible.

Figure 1 shows a schematic description of the photocon-
ductive switch with the aligned PPV film on the alumina
substrate; the polymer chain direction is indicated by the
arrow. The pulsed laser beam illuminates the gap formed by
the two Au electrodes deposited on the polymer film �from
the left side�. Figure 1 also depicts the profile of the trans-
mitted light intensity �It / I0� as a function of penetration
depth �x�, for linear excitation �at energy above the �-�*

transition� with polarization parallel �L�� and perpendicular
�L�� to the chain direction as well as the corresponding
profile for two-photon �TP� excitation. These profiles were
calculated using It / I0=e−�x for linear excitation and
It / I0= �1+�I0x�−1 for two-photon excitation, where �

is the linear absorption coefficient ��� =6�105 cm−1 and
��=3�104 cm−1 at �=400 nm�,6,7 and � is the two-photon
absorption coefficient ��� =68 cm/GW at �=800 nm�.14 Fig-
ure 1 indicates that low carrier densities can be achieved
either by linear excitation with polarization perpendicular to
the polymer chain axis, or alternatively via two-photon
absorption,15 as the longer optical penetration depth results
in carrier photoexcitation across a greater volume. Due to the
thickness of the polymer films ��15 �m�, detectable photo-
current and IRAV signals could be achieved even for the
lowest excitation densities used in our studies.11,16 For the
two-photon excitation, we used the output of a Ti:sapphire
laser system ��=800 nm�, while for the one-photon excita-
tion we utilized its second harmonic ��=400 nm�.

All measurements were performed while the samples
were kept in vacuum �pressure of 	10−4 Torr�. Low tem-
peratures, down to 80 K, were obtained with a Helitran cryo-
genic system.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Bimolecular vs monomolecular carrier recombination

Let us consider the case of a single kind of charge carrier
�majority carrier� created by pulsed photoexcitation; in the
absence of traps, photogenerated carriers can either undergo
monomolecular recombination, according to the rate equa-
tion dn /dt=−kn, or bimolecular recombination, according to
the rate equation dn /dt=−
n2, where n�t� is the carrier den-
sity at a given time t, k is the monomolecular decay rate, and

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the photoconductive switch that
incorporates a thick, oriented PPV film. The light intensity profile
as a function of the penetration depth �displayed on a logarithmic
scale� is shown for linear excitation with polarization parallel �L��
and perpendicular �L�� to the chain axis, as well as for two-photon
�TP� excitation. The TP absorption was calculated for
I=120 �J / cm2, the lowest two-photon excitation intensity used in
our experiments.
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 is the bimolecular recombination coefficient. Therefore the
decay of the population of charged species will be exponen-
tial �n�t�=n0 exp�−kt�� in the case of monomolecular recom-
bination and algebraic �n�t�=n0 / �n0
t+1�� in the case of bi-
molecular recombination, where n0=n�0� is the initial carrier
density. Due to its linear dependence on excitation density,
monomolecular recombination in conjugated polymers is of-
ten associated with geminate recombination of bound exci-
tons, while bimolecular recombination can be indicative of
free carrier recombination �polaron-polaron annihilation�. It
is straightforward to distinguish monomolecular and bimo-
lecular recombination from the dependence of the carrier
lifetime on excitation density: the monomolecular recombi-
nation is characterized by carrier lifetime independent of ex-
citation density, while the bimolecular carrier recombination
dynamics becomes faster as the excitation density increases.
However, in the limit of n0
t�1 the bimolecular decay be-
comes independent of excitation density, as indeed was ob-
served in our IRAV experiments at excitation densities above
�1020 cm−3 and/or at times greater than 10 ps.

B. Carrier density dynamics probed by ultrafast photoinduced
IRAV

The oriented PPV films allowed us to perform IRAV mea-
surements with probe polarized either parallel or perpendicu-
lar to the polymer chain axis. Probing with polarization par-
allel to the polymer chains leads to a tenfold IRAV signal, as
compared to probing with perpendicular polarization, consis-
tent with carrier delocalization along the polymer backbone.
Figure 2 shows the intensity dependence of the IRAV signal,
as obtained with pump polarized perpendicular and probe
polarized parallel to the polymer chain axis. Previous photo-
induced absorption experiments have demonstrated that
charge-carrier photogeneration in conjugated polymers is an
ultrafast process, and quantum efficiencies as high as
10–20 % have been deduced in high quality materials.11,12,17

The ultrafast onset, promptly after excitation, of the IRAV
signals in Fig. 2 confirms that charge-carrier photogeneration
happens on a time scale faster than our experimental resolu-
tion ��300 fs�. By taking into account the laser photon en-
ergy, intensity, laser beam size, the reflectivity, and the ab-
sorption coefficient of the sample, and assuming a
carrier quantum yield of 10%,12 we deduced the initial
charge densities for the data in Fig. 2 to range from
n0=1.5�1019 to n0=1.3�1020 cm−3. Using these values for
n0, the IRAV dynamics for the different excitation densities
have been fitted simultaneously to the bimolecular decay
mechanism �solid curves in Fig. 2�. Since at relatively high
excitation densities the bimolecular carrier density decay ap-
proached a time scale comparable to the laser pulse duration,
we have found it necessary to convolute the analytical ex-
pression with the laser temporal profile. From the optimiza-
tion procedure, a bimolecular recombination coefficient of

=1.1�10−8 �±0.1�10−8� cm3/s was obtained, a typical
value for large band-gap semiconductors18 as well as for ex-
citons and charge carriers in conjugated polymers.19,20 Note
that no satisfactory data fit could be achieved with a single
exponential decay curve, which rules out a simple monomo-

lecular dynamics. The inset of Fig. 2 shows the peak IRAV
signal vs the excitation intensity. The linear behavior of the
data �the solid line in the inset� rules out second-order pro-
cesses for carrier photoexcitation �e.g., exciton-exciton anni-
hilation�. The latter is consistent with the direct carrier pho-
togeneration mechanism inferred from the ultrafast onset of
the IRAV signal.11,12

IRAV measurements differ from photoconductivity mea-
surements as they do not require an external electric field,
and they are sensitive to both mobile and immobile �i.e.,
trapped� carriers. The persistent IRAV signal at long times
might indeed result from the presence of trapped charges that
survive the initial bimolecular annihilation and contribute to
the photoinduced absorption signal.

C. Carrier transport and relaxation dynamics probed by
transient photoconductivity

For a deeper understanding of the charge-carrier recombi-
nation dynamics in the presence of localized states, we have
performed fast transient photocurrent �PC� measurements
over a broad range of excitation intensities, temperatures,
and applied electric fields. By taking advantage of the higher
sensitivity provided by photoconductivity as compared to
IRAV photoinduced absorption, we were able to utilize much
lower excitation densities �up to a hundred times� compared

FIG. 2. Intensity dependence of the transient IRAV signal in
oriented PPV, measured with perpendicular pump polarization
and parallel probe polarization with respect to the polymer
chain axis �open circles�. From top to bottom, the displayed curves
correspond to the following laser pulse intensities �initial carrier
densities�: 1.2�10−2 J /cm2 �1.3�1020 cm−3�, 7.8�10−3 J /cm2

�8.5�1019 cm−3�, 5�10−3 J /cm2 �5.4�1019 cm−3�, and
1.4�10−3 J /cm2 �1.5�1019 cm−3�. The solid lines are the fits
to the data obtained for a bimolecular relaxation wave form,
n�t�=A+n0 / �1+n0
t�, convoluted with the pulsed laser temporal
profile �full width at half maximum of �300 fs�. The inset shows
the dependence of the peak IRAV signal on excitation intensity
�dots�; the solid line is a linear fit to the data.
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to the smallest detectable IRAV signal, and to extend the
observation time scale up to the microsecond regime, thus
elucidating the slow relaxation mechanisms of charge carri-
ers that survive the fast, initial recombination.

Figure 3 shows the normalized transient PC wave forms
obtained via one-photon excitation with light polarized per-
pendicular to the polymer chain axis at various excitation
intensities. For similar carrier densities, generated either by
one- or two-photon absorption, we have detected similar PC
wave forms �see Figs. 3 and 4�, indicating that the carrier
recombination dynamics is independent of the carrier genera-
tion route. A logarithmic plot of the intensity dependence of
the peak transient PC for linear �perpendicular polarization�
and two-photon excitation at various I is shown in the inset
of Fig. 2. As expected, the data can be fitted by a power law
with exponent n�1 and n�2 for one- and two-photon ex-
citation, respectively. We note that the efficient charge-
carrier photogeneration by two-photon absorption could be
of interest for the realization of nonlinear photodetectors.21

We have also verified that the contribution due to electron
photoemission was negligible in these measurements �with
both linear and nonlinear excitations� by checking the repro-
ducibility of the experimental results while the sample cham-
ber was filled with the electron quenching gas mixture
CO2+SF6 �90%:10%�.22 Interestingly, we find the PC wave
form independent of applied field F in the range of light
intensities and electric fields �F�3�105 V/cm� used in our
measurements.

The PC wave form is found to be strongly dependent on
excitation intensity; the higher is the intensity the faster is
the PC decay rate, as indeed is expected from a bimolecular
recombination process. From the carrier density onset of bi-
molecular recombination one can estimate the degree of de-
localization of the polaron wave function: the lowest carrier
density �n�2�1015 cm−3� used in our experiments
sets a lower limit for the average intercarrier distance of
r=1/�3n�80 nm, assuming isotropic probability for carrier
recombination.

At low excitation intensities, the PC wave form exhibits a
long-lived “tail” that persists out to the microsecond time
regime, indicative of trap-mediated transport. The appear-
ance of such a long-lived photocurrent reveals the effect of
localized states that significantly extend the carrier lifetime
via a trapping and de-trapping mechanism. Trap states can
arise from structural �intrinsic� or chemical �extrinsic� de-
fects such as grain boundaries between amorphous and crys-
talline regions or oxidation defects induced photochemically
during the synthesis, or during the conversion of the precur-
sor polymer.23,24 Incorporated defects typically quench the
photoluminescence and enhance the photoconductivity, thus
playing a major role in the operation of organic devices. The
density of trap states and their occupation in conjugated
polymers have been the subject of extensive studies dealing
with thermally stimulated currents �TSCs�,25–27 and space
charge limited currents �SCLCs�.28 However, the study of
localized states on the initial charge transport has been often
overlooked.

Our interpretation of localized states as being responsible
for the transition from free-carrier to trap-mediated transport

FIG. 3. Intensity dependence of the transient PC
wave form obtained by one-photon excitation and light
polarization perpendicular to the polymer chain axis �open
circles�; the displayed normalized curves, from top to bottom,
were obtained for the following laser pulse intensities �initial
carrier densities�: 1�10−6 J /cm2 �6.3�1015 cm−3�,
5.5�10−6 J /cm2 �3.3�1016 cm−3�, 8.4�10−6 J /cm2

�5.1�1016 cm−3�, 5.9�10−5 J /cm2 �3.6�1017 cm−3�. The solid
lines are obtained by Eqs. �1� with the optimal parameters reported
in the text. The inset shows the dependence of the transient photo-
current peak on excitation intensity for linear excitation �solid dots�
and two-photon excitation �open dots�. The solid lines have linear
coefficients n=1.1 and n=2.1, respectively.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the transient PC wave
form generated by two-photon excitation �800 nm� at
F=3.3�105 V/cm and I=1.2�10−4 J /cm2 per pulse �correspond-
ing to an average initial carrier density of �2�1015 cm−3�. From
top to bottom the curves are obtained at the following temperatures:
297, 290, 190, and 80 K. The solid curves are predicted by the
kinetic model, with the parameters reported in the text. Inset:
Arrhenius plot of the peak transient photocurrent �dots� and linear
fit of the data �line�, from which an activation energy of 45 meV is
deduced.
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is corroborated by the temperature �T� dependence of the
long-lived PC. As depicted in Fig. 4, as is T reduced, the PC
tail diminishes. Below 100 K it is completely suppressed in-
dicating that the carriers are “frozen” into the traps.29 The
effect of traps is manifested also at short time scales as indi-
cated by the variation of the PC peak with T �Fig. 4, inset�.
The T dependence of the PC peak exhibits a weak thermally
activated behavior that originates from the phonon assisted
carrier release from traps operating during a time span com-
parable to the temporal resolution of our measuring system
��100 ps�. The small activation energy �E=45 meV� de-
duced from the temperature dependence of the PC indicates
that shallow traps dominate the initial transport after photo-
excitation.

D. Modeling the carrier dynamics in the presence of traps

Previous descriptions of slow carrier relaxation in conju-
gated polymers and glassy materials have often utilized a
stretched-exponential �Kohlrausch� law,30 which was inter-
preted either in terms of a distribution of carrier
lifetimes31–34 or in terms of time-dependent relaxation
rates,35–37 with the assumption that monomolecular �gemi-
nate� recombination was the only relevant photoconductive
decay mechanism. Indeed, although bimolecular recombina-
tion has been frequently reported in studies of excitons and
polarons dynamic probed by ultrafast photoinduced
absorption,19,38 so far the direct observation of bimolecular
recombination in charge-transport measurements has been
elusive, mainly due to the lack of sensitivity or time resolu-
tion and/or the availability of high quality conjugated poly-
mers characterized by a small density of traps.

Carrier recombination hardly ever obeys solely bimolecu-
lar kinetics, due to competitive processes, such as charge
localization in traps, a process that is manifested by an “ap-

parent” monomolecular decay of the prompt photocurrent. In
order to account for this latter mechanism, one should con-
sider the rate equations for all the relevant impurity levels.
Such a set of nonlinear differential equations turns out to be
computationally very complicated and in general does not
have an analytic solution.39 Despite its complexity, this ap-
proach has been adopted successfully in a few studies of
inorganic conventional semiconductors;40–45 an approach we
have adopted for analyzing the present data.

Our model accounts for the relevant rate equations, in-
cluding carrier trapping and recombination at trap centers for
both positively and negatively charged polarons, with the
goal of deriving a unified, comprehensive description of the
microscopic processes underlying the carrier transport and
relaxation dynamics. The following scenario for the evolu-
tion of the charge transport has been considered: initially
following pulsed photoexcitation, the generated charge carri-
ers occupy extended states and promptly contribute to the
transport. As time progresses, the “free” carrier density is
reduced by �i� carriers annihilation via bimolecular �non-
geminate� recombination, and �ii� localization of the carriers
at trap sites. Carrier-phonon scattering may release the
trapped carriers into extended states �detrapping process� and
thus enable them to recontribute to the photocurrent. Once
trapped, the carriers could also act as recombination centers;
for example, a trapped negatively charged polaron could re-
combine with a mobile positively charged polaron. The poly-
mer film contains several types of traps and/or recombination
centers with distinct energy distributions for both electrons
and holes. In order to limit the number of parameters, we
assume that there is only one type of trap for electrons and
one for holes, and whether they behave as traps or recombi-
nation centers is determined by a detrapping time parameter.
The general description of the above processes can be for-
mulated by the following set of differential equations:46

	
d

dt
n�t� = − 
n�t�p�t� − �n�Nn − nt�t��n�t� +

nt�t�
�n

− �npt
pt�t�n�t� ,

d

dt
nt�t� = �n�Nn − nt�t��n�t� −

nt�t�
�n

− �pnt
nt�t�p�t� ,

d

dt
p�t� = − 
n�t�p�t� − �p�Np − pt�t��p�t� +

pt�t�
�p

− �pnt
nt�t�p�t� ,

d

dt
pt�t� = �p�Np − pt�t��p�t� −

pt�t�
�p

− �npt
pt�t�n�t� ,


 �1�

where n and p indicate the density of mobile electrons and
holes, nt is the density of trapped electrons, pt is the density
of trapped holes, Nn is the density of trapping sites for elec-
trons, and Np is the density of trapping sites for holes; 
 is
the bimolecular recombination coefficient, �n and �p are the
cross sections times the carrier velocity for free electron and
hole trapping, �np and �pn are the cross sections times the

carrier velocity for recombination of free electrons and holes
with trapped holes and electrons; �n and �p are the electron
and hole detrapping times. The carrier detrapping time is
expected to exhibit a thermally activated behavior: �
=�−1 exp�Ea /kT�, where � is the attempt-to-escape frequency
and Ea is the activation energy for the detrapping process. A
similar model has been recently employed for describing the
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carrier recombination in the inorganic GaN.18

The photocurrent is given by

JPC�t� = eF��nn�t� + �pp�t�� , �2�

where e is the electron charge, F is the electric field, �n and
�p are the electron and hole mobility in the extended states,
and n and p are solutions of Eqs. �1� for the densities of
electrons and holes, respectively. The theoretical electronic
structure of PPV suggests that �n��p,47–49 a behavior that is
consistent with the observation of the spatially resolved elec-
troluminescence from oriented PPV in a planar metal-
polymer-metal structure.49 Equations �1� can be solved nu-
merically and the optimal parameters obtained by
minimizing the least squares deviation from the experimental
data. For the nonlinear optimization we have used a program
named EASY-FIT.51

We have used the following initial conditions:
n�0�= p�0�=n0 and nt�0�= pt�0�=0, where n0 is again derived
from the experimental excitation intensity, taking into ac-
count reflectivity, light penetration depth, and quantum yield
for carrier photogeneration ��=10% �. The bimolecular re-
combination coefficient is given by 
=1.1�10−8 cm3/s, as
deduced from the IRAV experiment. We find that satisfactory
fitting to the data can be achieved only if the detrapping time
for one of the two types of charge carrier is much greater
than 25 ns, indicating the presence of two types of traps,
namely deep traps and shallow traps. Considering that pris-
tine conjugated polymers typically show a p-type character,27

we assume that electron traps are the deep ones, while hole
traps are the shallow ones. With these assumptions all the
remaining fitting parameters are uniquely determined by the
optimization procedure.

From the simultaneous fitting of the entire set of intensity-
dependent and temperature-dependent PC data �Figs. 3 and
4� we derived the following parameter values: total
densities of traps of Nn=0.6�1016 �±0.2�1016� cm−3 and
Np=4.6�1016 �±1.0�1016� cm−3 �in agreement with the
results of TSC �Ref. 52� and SCLC �Ref. 28�
measurements carried on the highest quality materials�, �n
=8.1�10−8 �±3.2�10−8� cm3 s−1, �p=23.1�10−8 �±12.2
�10−8� cm3 s−1, �npt=2.6�10−8 �±0.9�10−8� cm3 s−1,
�pnt=0.5�10−8 �±0.3�10−8� cm3 s−1. The initial trapping
times, for electrons and holes ���n,p�Nn,p�−1� are �2 ns and
100 ps, respectively. The deduced product of the cross sec-
tion and the drift velocity for capturing free electrons is
higher than that for free holes, consistent with the assump-
tion of shallower hole traps. Note that although the electron
traps are deeper than the hole traps, their lower density in
conjunction with the significantly longer electron trapping
time may result in trap-limited electron mobility comparable
in magnitude to the hole mobility.50

Detrapping of holes from shallow traps extends
the overall carrier lifetime. We find �=1.28�1011

�±0.02�1011� Hz and Ea=67�±3� meV, which is compa-
rable to the small activation energy of the measured transient
PC peak �Fig. 4, inset�. The energy of shallow traps is there-
fore 2–3kBT �where T is room temperature�. The corre-
sponding hole detrapping time at room temperature is

�p=8 ps, while at 80 K it increases to �p=18 ps. The carrier
mobility can also be deduced from Eq. �2� once the time
evolution of the carrier density is known �F is an experimen-
tal parameter�. Assuming that the transport channel depth
coincides with the light penetration depth, the current
density is easily derived from the absolute values of
the PC �inset of Fig. 2�. This leads to an estimate for the
carrier mobility for carriers in extended states of �n=�p
=1.6�10−1 cm2 V−1 s−1, reflecting the high degree of struc-
tural order in the oriented PPV films.

Figure 5 shows the time evolution of the density of
trapped electrons nt �lower panel� and trapped holes pt �up-
per panel�, from solution of Eq. �1�, for the optimal param-
eters we have determined. The assumption of relatively deep
electron traps and shallow hole traps is manifested by the
different behavior of electrons and holes after the initial fast
thermalization. Independent of the temperature, electrons can
barely escape from their traps within the time frame we have
considered, while trapped holes are promptly released even
at the lowest temperature considered �80 K�; hole detrapping
is more efficient at higher temperatures. The origin of traps
responsible for imbalanced electron-hole transport in conju-
gated polymers has been the subject of recent theoretical
studies �see Ref. 24 and references therein�.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have studied the transient photoconduc-
tivity and carrier density in oriented and ordered PPV films
at various excitation densities, temperatures, and external
fields via impulse excitation �t�100 ps� using linear
�400 nm� or two-photon �800 nm� absorption. The data indi-
cate that the initial carrier dynamics is dominated by bimo-
lecular recombination, even at the smallest light intensities
utilized. The PC wave form is independent of the applied
electric field �up to F�3�105 V/cm� but strongly depen-

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the density of trapped holes �a� and
trapped electrons �b� as predicted by the model for various tempera-
tures; in both �a� and �b� the temperature corresponding to the dif-
ferent curves, from top to bottom, is 80, 190, 240, and 297 K.
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dent on excitation density and temperature. At high excita-
tion densities, bimolecular recombination dominates the re-
laxation process, and thereby significantly reduces the
photocarrier lifetime. From the lowest carrier density onset
for bimolecular recombination we estimated a lower limit for
the polaron delocalization of r�80 nm. When the photoge-
nerated carrier density is comparable to that of the trap states
in the polymer film, the trap-limited dispersive transport is
clearly evident from the long-lived photocurrent tail �up to
1 �s� that diminishes in relative magnitude at low tempera-
tures.

The entire set of experimental results including the tran-
sient photocurrent wave forms taken at various light intensi-
ties, electric fields, and temperatures are fitted to a compre-
hensive kinetic model that accounts for bipolar charge
transport, bimolecular recombination of free carriers, carrier
trapping, and carrier recombination involving both trapped
and free carriers. The model predicts the distinct time evolu-
tion of carrier occupation at localizing traps for both the
positive and negative charges. The model also demonstrates
that the initial exponential decay of the photocurrent seen in
many conjugated polymers results from the apparent “mono-
molecular” process of carrier trapping. We demonstrate that
only a bimolecular carrier recombination term is required in
order to obtain a good fit to the data. Fitting the transient PC

wave forms to the kinetic model also provides total
density of traps of �1016 cm−3 and carrier mobility of �n
=�p=1.6�10−1 cm2 V−1 s−1, indicative of the structural or-
der of the PPV films.

The long-lived photocurrent indicates the importance of
structural order in the PPV films; as a result of the material
quality, there is a relatively small density of shallow traps.
Although these traps reduce the “effective” carrier mobility,
they significantly extend the carrier lifetime, up to t�1 �s.
This observation indicates that for some device applications
the reduced carrier mobility can be compensated adequately
by the longer carrier lifetime. In particular this is applicable
in devices such as photovoltaic cells in which the carrier
collection efficiency �and thus the device power efficiency�
depends on the recombination length that is proportional to
the product of the carrier mobility and carrier lifetime ����.
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